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Abstract
Purpose of the Study: This case report describes the management of a �bromyalgia patient using
Periodic Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) and Manual Therapy (MT).

Materials and Methods: A 41-year-old woman presented with a complaint of generalized body pain and
fatigue which started 10 years ago. The pain was associated with mood changes and insomnia among
other symptoms, and was not responsive to analgesics and traditional herbal medicine. The patient was
diagnosed as having FMS. Three sets of anodal tDCS for 20 minutes each with an interval of 10 minutes
between successive stimulations followed by 30 minutes of MT were administered on each treatment
day. The treatment was given 2 times per week for 8 weeks, totaling 16 hours of tDCS and 8 hours of MT.
Outcomes were assessed at baseline (T0), at 1 (T1) and 2 months (T2) of intervention, and then at 4 (T3),
6 (T4) and 12 months (T5) of follow-up.

Results: At 12 month follow-up (T5), outcomes indicated improvement in all symptoms (WPI=0, SS=0,
FIQ=0, BPI=0, MFI-20=20, MOS=0, MASQ=38, SF-36=87, HADS=3).

Conclusion: Periodic tDCS followed by MT may be used to enhance long-term remission of symptoms in
a patient with FMS.

1. Introduction
Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) is considered to be a chronic pain condition characterized by chronic
widespread pain, fatigue, insomnia and psychological variables.1 The worldwide mean prevalence of
FMS is 2.7% with females having more of the condition (4.2%) than male counterparts (1.4%).2

Individuals with FMS usually experience decreased quality of life, functional status, and higher utilization
of healthcare system.3 No single treatment has proven effective for relieving the full range of FMS
symptoms.4 In addition, randomized controlled trials of FDA approved FMS pharmaceuticals have
reported considerably high number of patient drop-outs with/without adverse events which have led to so
many investigations regarding what, should best be used to ameliorate FMS.4

Recently, FMS is thought to be a central pain state suggesting that while peripheral input may be playing
a role, central factors (e.g., central sensitization)  also likely account for much of the problem.5 In
addition, abnormal �ring in both central afferent and descending modulatory mechanisms contribute to
symptoms of FMS and can be targeted therapeutically with some success.4 Thus, a new approach to
treatment of FMS involving transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has been developed to
ameliorate much more of the central symptoms.6

tDCS is a form of non-invasive brain stimulation that delivers low intensity direct current to the brain
through electrodes applied directly to the skin over the target area.7 The suggested mechanisms are
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electrode dependent and involve either membrane depolarization (increased spontaneous �ring and
excitability of cortical neurons for anodal stimulation) or membrane hyperpolarization (decreased
neuronal �ring and excitability of cortical neurons for cathodal stimulation).6 In the most common
procedure, one electrode is placed over a speci�c site, and the other reference electrode, placed in another
location, completes the circuit.7 The electrode positioning7, the number of stimulation sessions and the
intervals between them8 are critical in determining direction and spatial distribution of the current �ow
and, subsequently, the effectiveness of the treatment given.9 However, there are to date no optimal
stimulation parameters for tDCS in the management of FMS (due to inherent heterogeneity among the
published studies) and most studies lacked standardized reporting outcomes and are of short durations
which suggest that more studies are urgently warranted.6

Although tDCS may be used to manage central symptoms in FMS, other peripheral symptoms such as
myofascial dysfunctions and/or bony imbalances may better be managed using manual therapy and
should not be ignored.10 In addition, the main symptom which guides patient’s health seeking behavior is
muscle pain and localized treatments such as soft tissue manual therapies are usually sought.11

Moreover, evidence for the positive effects of soft tissue manual therapy in the management of FMS has
been reported by a recent systematic review.12 Furthermore, a previous study13 also indicated that if tDCS
is used in combination with manual therapy in the management of FMS longer and better treatment
effects may be enhanced.

FMS is a chronic state involving a wide variety of symptoms and to manage it to achieve maximum and
long-term remission of symptoms, a combination of therapeutic interventions may likely be used during
the rehabilitation program.13 This current study reported the long-term effects of periodic tDCS and
manual therapy in the management of a patient with FMS, utilizing standardized reporting outcomes
recommended by the working group within Outcome Measures in Rheumatology (OMERACT).1

2. Case Presentation
2.1 Case

The patient was a 41-year-old civil servant who was referred to the Physiotherapy Department of Federal
Medical Center (FMC) Nguru, Yobe State, Nigeria, with a complaint of generalized body pain (see Table 1
for patient’s demographics). The pain started 10 years ago and increased gradually. The pain was worst
in the morning and at night during rest. The patient had associated the pain with generalized body
fatigue, insomnia, and stiffness of the extremities with mood changes usually coming up whenever the
patient was not at work. The patient had no trauma or systemic problem in her clinical past but reported
frequent taking medications than prescribed to ease the pain and had considerably added weight
because of inactivity. In January 2014, the patient underwent liver function tests (LFTs) and urinalysis
following a complaint of right lower abdominal pain and swelling that were severe upon lying on the
ipsilateral side. Despite the fact that all the clinical tests were negative, physical examination indicated
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tightness of the external oblique and hypertrophy of the quadratus lumborum on the ipsilateral side and
the patient was treated. Two years later (after January 2014), the patient presented to the General
Outpatient Department (GOPD) of our hospital, with a complaint of generalized body pain and fatigue
that were not responsive to analgesics and traditional herbal medicine. The patient was diagnosed as
having chronic non-speci�c low back pain and was placed on medications, exercises and diet for 6
months which were later extended to 12 months. After 12 months of treatment with the GOPD, the
attending physician noticed that the patient’s condition has deteriorated and was therefore asked to
suspend all previous treatments and then referred to physiotherapy department for further evaluation and
treatment. 

Table 1: Patient’s Demographics

Characteristics  

Gender Female

Age 41

Weight 80kg

Height 1.5m

BMI 35.56 kg/m2

Duration of symptoms 10 years

 BMI=Body mass index  

2.2 Assessment and Diagnosis

Upon arrival to physiotherapy, thorough pathological and hematological examinations were conducted
and the results were normal as were examinations of the lumbosacral and cervical spines through plain
radiographs (to rule out spinal pathologies that may cause pain and/or radiate pain to the extremities). In
addition, other clinical tests such as LFT and urinalysis did not reveal any signi�cant biomarker
suggesting other commobidities. However, physical assessment of the patient revealed active trigger
points (TrPs) around the neck muscles especially the sternocleidomastoid (SCM), scalenes and sub-
occipital muscles with radiating pain to the bilateral arms. The super�cial back line (SBL) was tight and
painful with more TrPs around the erector spinae, piriformis and lower harmstrings bilaterally. The
super�cial frontal line (SFL) was stretched out with more TrPs around the lower abdominals, hip �exors
and quadriceps on both sides. Further assessment revealed tightness of the lateral line (LL) with active
TrPs around the intercostals, quadratus lumborum and iliotibial band (ITB) on both sides. Bony palpation
indicated bilateral �xation of T4 vertebra (�xed open―locked in �exion) with radiating pain to the neck
and shoulders. The widespread pain index (WPI)14 was 16 (0-19 scores, 4-point reduction indicates a
clinically meaningful change)15 and the symptom severity scale (SSS)14 scores of the patient was 8 (0-
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12 scores, 3-point reduction indicates a clinically meaningful change).15 Other outcomes including
Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ)16―used to measure total spectrum of problems related to
�bromyalgia and associated responses to therapy (0-100 scores, 14% reduction represents a clinically
meaningful change)17; Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)18―used to measure pain (0-10 scores, 30% reduction
represents a clinically meaningful change)19; Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory-20 (MFI-20)20―used to
measure fatigue (20-100 scores, clinically meaningful change for FMS not established)21; Medical
Outcomes Study Sleep Scale (MOS)22―used to measure sleep disturbance (0-100 scores, 7.9-point
reduction represents a minimum important difference)23; Multiple Ability Self-Report Questionnaire
(MASQ)24―used to measure cognitive dysfunction (38-190 scores, clinically meaningful change for FMS
not established)21; Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)25―used to measure mood (0-14
scores, clinically meaningful change for FMS not established)21; and Short Form Health Survey
Questionnaire (SF-36)26―used to measure quality of life (0-100 scores, 6-point increase represents a
clinically meaningful change)21; recommended by the working group within the OMERACT1, were also
used to assess the patient’s clinical presentations at baseline (T0), at 1 (T1) and 2 month (T2) of
treatment, and after 4 (T3), 6 (T4) and 12 month (T5) of follow-up (see Table 2). The patient was
diagnosed by a team of orthopedic physiotherapists and family physicians as having �bromyalgia
syndrome. The diagnosis was based on the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria.27

2.3 Treatment of the Patient

2.3.1 Rationale for the new treatment

Ordinarily, tDCS application in the management of FMS has only been long-interval (wider/single
stimulation per visit) and has never been periodic (repeated circles at short intervals per visit). The
therapeutic effect of the long-interval stimulation has however, been observed to be short lived.28 This set
back in the e�cacy of long-interval tDCS has been attributed to the fact that widely spaced stimulation
activates Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent kinases (CaMKs) through increase in post-synaptic calcium
concentration29 which maintain their activity through auto-phosphorylation for some time before the
calcium gets depleted through the process of synaptic homeostasis and thus, the short-term
improvement following the widely spaced tDCS in most �bromyalgia clinical trials.30

On the other hand, periodic tDCS which has never being studied except in this current case report is
believed to induce long-term remission of symptoms of FMS. This belief was supported by the pertinent
literature. Firstly, a previous study by Reymann and Frey31 indicated that late long-term potentiation (l-
LTP) occurred in individuals following tDCS application, if two or more stimulation sessions within a
critical time window of about 30 minutes after the �rst stimulation were given. Secondly, another study by
Monte-Silver and colleagues28 indicated that l-LTP like excitability enhancements in the primary motor
cortex of healthy subjects were induced by giving two sessions of spaced tDCS with short interval of 3 or
20 minutes in-between, which was present for more than 24 hours after tDCS and these were seen to
have abolished when a wide interval of 3 or 24 hours was used. In addition, studies by Kornell and Co-
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workers32, and Overduin and colleagues33 on learning and memory have also supported this belief in
which they reported that low number of repetitions with short intervals in-between are better in the long-
term memory formation.

Even though tDCS can be used to manage most of the central symptoms in FMS, other peripheral
symptoms such as myofascial dysfunctions should not be overlooked.10 However, peripheral symptoms
in FMS are quite generic and to abolish them symptom-speci�c manual therapy techniques may be
employed.11  In addition, the bene�t of using tDCS combined with manual therapy has been indicated by
a previous study13 which reported that tDCS application may act as a facilitator of behavioral
modi�cations (undesirable behaviors are replaced with more desirable ones through the process of
positive reinforcement) by establishing a favorable neural environment if all the stimulations were
performed before the �rst hour of manual therapy. 

2.3.2 tDCS Application

The patient was managed using anodal tDCS with the anode electrode placed on the left primary motor
cortex (left-M1) at C3, while the cathode was placed on the contralateral supraorbital region. The site of
the stimulation was determined using 10-20 international EEG system of electrode placement.34 The
stimulation protocol reported in the previous systematic review6 consisting of 2mA stimulation for 20
minutes was used. However, because of the aim of the study of inducing long-term remission of
symptoms, 3 series of stimulations for 20 minutes each with an interval of 10 minutes between
successive stimulations were given on each treatment day. The treatment was given 2 times per week for
8 weeks.

2.3.3 Manual Therapy Application

Manual therapy program was also administered to the patient. Just like the tDCS, the manual therapy
program was also given 2 times per week for 8 weeks. The manual therapy program that was used in this
study involved a combination of soft-tissue spinal manipulative therapy (SMT), positional release
techniques (PRTs), integrated neuromuscular inhibition techniques (INIT), neuromuscular techniques
(NMTs) and progressive inhibition of neuromuscular structures (PINS). However, each manual therapy
program was dependent on the patient’s speci�c clinical presentation and physical assessment
outcomes because the patient had a widespread body pain. The SMT was performed to release the facet
joint �xation at T4 vertebra, INIT was performed to ameliorate piriformis pain, PRT was used to deactivate
TrPs at the SCM, scalenes and sub-occipital muscles, NMTs were used to abolish intercostals and lower
abdominal muscles pains, and PINS was used to deactivate multiple TrPs at the ITB and hamstrings.
Each manual therapy session lasted for 30 minutes. The full description of each manual therapy
technique can be found below:

Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT): Maitland’s protocol35 of releasing bilateral facet joint �xation
was used. The patient was in the sitting position, the physiotherapist (PT) then placed the knuckle of
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his right fore�nger in the right spinal groove and the knuckle of his left fore�nger in the left spinal
groove. Because the PT was dealing with bilaterally �xed open facets, the patients was asked to
back bend over the knuckles of the PT as he applied pressure to both sides and wait for the release.

Positional release techniques (PRTs): As the painful point was located which could be a ‘tender’
point, or an actual trigger point, su�cient pressure is applied to the point to cause some pain. If it
was a trigger point enough pressure was applied to cause the referred symptoms and then the
patient was told to give the pain being felt a value of ‘10’. A �ne tuning was applied to position the
area in such a way as to lessen the pain from the point because creating ‘ease’ in the tissues housing
the point usually involves producing some degree of increased slack in the palpated tissues. This
position was held for 90 seconds or until pain diminished and then the site was slowly returned to
the neutral position and re-palpated.36

Integrated neuromuscular inhibition techniques (INIT): The trigger point was �rst identi�ed by
palpation and then ischemic compression was applied in either a sustained or intermittent manner to
lessen the pain. When referred or local pain started to reduce in intensity, the compression treatment
stopped and then the patient was instructed to use no more than 20% of available strength to
attempt to take the limb away from the restriction barrier, while the PT held the limb �rmly to create
isometric contraction which was maintained for 7 to 10 seconds.37

Neuromuscular techniques (NMTs): Depending on the body regions being treated, the PT utilized the
thumb or index or middle �nger, supported by the neighboring digits to palpate and assess the
tissues for local dysfunction. Body regions such as intercostals muscles were treated using �ngers
because the thumb could not maintain the required pressure for strokes. In the NMT thumb
technique, the �ngers of the treating hand acted as a fulcrum (remained stationary) and that they
lied at the front of the contact, allowing the stroke made by the thumb to run across the palm of the
hand, towards the ring or small �nger as the stroke progresses for approximately 4–5 cm before the
thumb ceases its motion, at which time the fulcrum/ �ngers can be moved further ahead in the
direction the thumb needed to travel.38 For areas having multiple TrPs along a continuum such as
the ITB and hamstrings, PINS was used to abolish the pain.39

Progressive inhibition of neuromuscular structures (PINS): This technique was performed by
palpating two related points termed primary point and secondary or end point. Primary and end
points are areas of most and least sensitivity respectively found along the continuum of a
neuromuscular structure. In this technique, moderate ischemic compression was steadily maintained
on the end point by the use of index �nger of the left hand without relieving pressure up to the
completion of the technique. The index �nger of the right hand applied pressure on the primary point
for about 30 seconds after which another sensitive point was palpated by the middle �nger of same
hand proximal to the end point without relieving pressure on index �nger. If the patient indicated that
this latter point was more sensitive than the posterior point, then pressure was maintained on the
second point and relieved on the �rst point without relieving the end point pressure. This was
maintained for 30 seconds before the third point was identi�ed. If the third point was identi�ed as
more sensitive than the second point, then pressure was relieved from the second point and
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maintained on the third point for another 30 seconds. The same pattern was followed progressively
along the dysfunctional neuromuscular structure until the last point approximately 2 cm proximal to
the end point was found. Pressure was maintained for 30 seconds simultaneously on the two points
(the last point and the end point) and then relieved.40

2.4 Progress and Results

Outcomes were measured at baseline (T0) and at 1 (T1) and 2 (T2) months of intervention. The patient
was discharged home after 2 months of intervention and placed on therapeutic exercises as home
regimen.39 The patient was then followed-up (through physical visits) to a year to track improvement in
symptoms (see Figure 1 for participant’s �ow through the study). At 6 month follow-up (T4), the
outcomes indicated improvement in all symptoms (WPI=0, SS=0, FIQ=10, BPI=0, MFI-20=20, MOS=0,
MASQ=38, SF-36=87), with the exception of mood (HADS=7) which was found to have �uctuated.
However, at 12 month follow-up (T5), improvement in all outcomes (including the mood) was maintained
(WPI=0, SS=0, FIQ=0, BPI=0, MFI-20=20, MOS=0, MASQ=38, SF-36=87, HADS=3) (see Table 2 and Figures
2 & 3).

Table 2: Results

Outcomes T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

WPI (0-19) 16 7 5 2 0 0

SSS (0-12) 8 4 2 0 0 0

FIQ (0-100) 80 50 25 10 10 0

BPI (0-100) 76 60 28 0 0 0

MFI-20 (20-100) 65 48 35 20 20 20

MOS (0-100) 80 30 0 0 0 0

MASQ (38-190) 138 84 68 45 38 38

SF-36 (0-100) 18 35 56 87 87 87

HADS (0-14) 14 9 3 3 7 3

Key: Lower scores indicate improvement in all outcomes with the exception of SF-36 in which lower scores
indicate worsening symptoms; WSP=Widespread Pain Index; SS=Severity Scale; FIQ=Fibromyalgia Impact
Questionnaire; BPI=Brief Pain Inventory; MFI-20=Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI-20); MOS=Medical
Outcomes Study Sleep Scale; MASQ=Multiple Ability Self-Report Questionnaire; HADS=Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale; SF-36=Short Form Health Survey; T0=Outcomes at baseline; T1=Outcomes at 1-month;
T2=Outcomes at 2-months; T3=Outcomes at 4-months; T4=Outcomes at 6-months; T5=Outcomes at 12-months.

3. Discussion
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Fibromyalgia syndrome is currently considered to be one of the most di�cult conditions to manage to
both rheumatologists and somatic healthcare professionals worldwide.12 Given that the condition has
central sensitization components, tDCS may be a useful intervention for some patients.6 However, there
are no optimal stimulation parameters for tDCS and most of the published studies lacked standardized
reporting outcomes and are of short durations.6 Even though tDCS can be used to manage central
symptoms in FMS, other peripheral symptoms may better be managed using manual.12  The bene�t of
using tDCS combined with manual therapy has been previously reported.17   

This current study investigated the long-term effects of periodic tDCS followed by symptom-speci�c
manual therapy techniques in the management of a patient with FMS. The �ndings of the study indicated
improvement in all symptoms after 12-months follow-up. The improvement in symptoms seen in this
study may be partly explained by the induction of l-LTP following tDCS application. l-LTP is the
excitability enhancement lasting for more than 3 hours due to sustained activity of CaMKs and
subsequent activation of transcription factors, gene expression and protein synthesis to accomplish
permanent alteration in synaptic strength.30 On the other hand, the improvement seen may also be
explained by the facilitatory effects of tDCS in behavioral modi�cations thereby establishing a favorable
neural environment because all the stimulations were performed before the �rst hour of manual
therapy.13

In this current study, several sessions of periodic tDCS and manual therapy administered to the patient
were found to induce long-term remission of symptoms of FMS. The effects achieved may also be
attributed to the fact that gene transcription does not occur immediately as it takes sometimes to
commence.31 In addition, since l-LTP is the molecular mechanism behind learning and memory, the
phenomenon that memory consolidation takes place during deep sleep might have contributed to the
long lasting improvement of symptoms achieved in the study.24,25 However, mood outcome had been
observed to have �uctuated after 6 months of follow-up and this had led the research team to further
invite the patient for one-on-one discussion. Upon discussion it was learnt that the patient was in her
menstruation period and that could have possibly been the reason why she had mood �uctuation during
the 6th month of follow-up. 

4. Conclusion
Repeated circles of tDCS occurring at regular intervals followed by manual therapy program may be used
to enhance long-term remission of symptoms in individuals with FMS. This is the �rst report of a
�bromyalgia patient managed using periodic tDCS and evaluated using standardized reporting
outcomes. The outcomes of this case report cannot be generalizable and it is recommended that cohort
studies may �rst be conducted before progression to randomized controlled trials to establish the e�cacy
of these current �ndings. In addition, it is also recommended that an optimal number of standardized
patient-reported outcome measures and optimal doses of the interventions should also be reported in
future studies to allow equivalence of data and clinical decision making.
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Clinical Relevance: This study highlighted for the �rst time the signi�cance of using periodic tDCS in the
management of FMS. The study also highlighted the need for using standardized outcome measures in
FMS research.

Adverse Effect: The patient did not report any other side-effects apart from the known side effect of tDCS
(mild itching at the beginning of the stimulation which became abolished within few seconds).
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Figure 1

Participant’s �ow through the study
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Figure 2

Line graph showing trend in the outcomes (WPI, SSS, FIQ, BPI & MFI-20) across timeline

Figure 3
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Line graph showing trend in the outcomes (MOS, MASQ, SF-36 & HADS) across timelines
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